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Title word cross-reference

2018 [RFM+18].  
ACM [Cro18]. Activity [SWK+19].  
Archetypes [SWK+19]. Architecture [GP18]. Augmented [WFL+19].  
Automated [TR18]. Aware [DCDCM19].  

based [CRO+19]. Benefits [SDCC19].  
Beyond [FS19]. Bias [MWY+18].  
Blockchain [JB18].

Campaigns [Bay18]. Casa [RRCOC+19].

Characteristic [YSBL18]. Cities [SRCGP18]. Citizen [SRP+18, WFL+19].  
Civic [SDCC19]. Collective [TFLK18].  
Commercial [Bay18]. Communities [TFLK18]. Community [GP18, KGTA18].  
Crowd-Powered [DCDCM19].  
Crowdsourcing [SL18]. Crowdworker [PBL+19]. Crowdworkers [PBL+19].  
Cyberbully [CDK18]. Cyberbullying [TR18].  

Danmaku [WSH19]. Deadline [DCDCM19]. Deadline-Aware [DCDCM19].

Decisions [LXB+18].
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Socio-Contextual [TR18]. South [SRCGP18]. Special [CDK18, RFM+18].


Targeted [JWZW18]. Tenant [DCDCM19]. Transactions [Cro18]. Twitter [TR18].

Uncertainty [CRO+19].
Uncertainty-based [CRO+19].
Understanding [KGTA18]. Urban [SRCGP18]. User [GP18, KGTA18, YSBL18]. UX [CDK18].


Walk [CDK18]. Websites [SWK+19].

Year [RFM+18].
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